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ESS Enterprise Architecture roadmap 

1. Objective of the document 

This document aims at presenting a status report and a roadmap for the activities related to 

ESS Enterprise Architecture (EA) as a supporting framework for the ESS Vision 2020 

implementation and to describe open issues to be discussed by the DIME/ITDG Steering 

Group. 

2. Recommendations for action by the DIME/ITDG SG 

The Joint Steering Group of DIME and ITDG is invited to 

- take note of the current status of activities related to ESS EA and the existing Enterprise 

Architecture frameworks; 

- reflect on how to embed EA into Vision implementation projects and give feedback on the 

proposed roadmap of activities; 

- advise on the status to be given to the ESS EARF as a potential ESS standard and how its use 

could be optimised for the Vision 2020 implementation and beyond. 

3. Background and brief history 

The ESSC decided in the ESS Vision 2020 to intensify the collaboration on the production of 

European statistics i.a. by “sharing tools, data and services” based on agreed standards and 

common elements of technological and statistical infrastructure. ESS-wide collaboration, 

sharing and commonalities imply an increasing need for consistency when designing, 

developing and implementing business processes, governance mechanisms and IT. To this end 

it explicitly refers to adoption of a common EA framework that provides for: 

• a shared language among business and IT stakeholders for describing statistical activities 

and the supporting IT systems; 

• clear links between the ESS Vision 2020, the desired business outcomes and the design and 

implementation of ESS business processes, information assets, IT services and 

infrastructure elements; 

• a health check of the ESS Vision 2020 implementation portfolio in terms of  coverage,  

coherence and complementarity of projects; 

• an adequate standardisation of processes, information and IT in order to foster their 

interoperability and reuse; 

• the reuse and shared development of statistical services; 

• a decision-aid on modernisation strategies and roadmaps.   
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In their joint meeting on 26-27 March 2014, the DIME & ITDG set up the ESS EA Task Force 

(TF). The TF brought together Enterprise Architecture experts from 9 NSIs (AT, CH, FR, IT, 

NL, NO, SI, SE, UK) and the Eurostat EA Team supported by Gartner consultants.  The ESS 

EA TF met 5 times and continuously collaborated remotely. Two sprint sessions were 

organised on specific topics (ESS EA principles and Statistical Production Reference 

Architecture; see also further below). The Eurostat EA team regularly reported to the 

DIME/ITDG on the achievements of the TF (SG and joint plenary meeting). 

The TF completed its work and ceased its activities on 31 August 2015 with the release of an 

ESS EA Reference Framework V1.0
1
 (ESS EARF) and the Statistical Production Reference 

Architecture V0.4
2
 (SPRA).  The ESS EARF provides a set of reference models to be the basis 

for more specific architecture developments in the context of ESS Vision implementation 

projects and for the design and analysis of the ESS Vision 2020 project portfolio. The SPRA 

provides reference models to design and organise IT services in line with the Service Oriented 

Architecture (SOA) paradigm amongst others built on in the CSPA and the ESS.VIP SERV 

(see also further below). The driving force behind SOA is to share statistical services amongst 

ESS members where relevant. 

In parallel with the completion of the ESS EARF, the Eurostat EA team has worked in close 

collaboration with the ESBRs project team to assist in the development of the specific ESBRs 

business architecture, a key deliverable of the project.  This collaboration is helping to lay 

down a blue print on the use of the ESS EARF with other Vision implementation projects. 

Also, ESS EARF toolkits and templates have been developed that can directly be used by 

projects such as ESBRs to easily put the various Enterprise Architecture artefacts into practice 

by integrating them in project communication efforts and deliverables. 

In October 2015, a first discussion took place at the VIG on the main achievements of the 

activities carried out under the umbrella of the ESS Vision 2020 "Enterprise Architecture" 

supporting framework and on the follow up actions in particular aiming at putting in place a 

more systematic approach for the use of EA in the ESS Vision 2020 implementation projects.  

The discussion has highlighted several areas for future work to focus on; these are presented in 

sections 4.3 onwards. 

4. Policy context 

4.1. ESS EARF and Vision Implementation 
 

The ESS EARF provides a common framework supporting the design of ESS Vision 2020 

projects and the development of project-specific solution architectures. It contains key 

elements enabling a better focus of projects on realizing the objectives of Vision 2020 and a 

better articulation of their relation with other ESS initiatives.   

                                                 
1
 http://www.cros-portal.eu/content/ess-ea-rf 

2
 http://www.cros-portal.eu/content/spra 

http://www.cros-portal.eu/content/ess-ea-rf
http://www.cros-portal.eu/content/spra
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The ESS EARF consists of a set of key Enterprise Architecture artefacts with different scope 

and purpose. For each of these artefacts, toolkits have been developed so projects can use the 

tailor the artefacts to their needs.  

 

The four key artefacts are: 

 

 The ESS Business Capabilities model summarizes the key capabilities required for 

producing official statistics. It provides a framework to view which capabilities are 

already sufficiently present in the ESS versus those on which development effort is 

needed. Using the Business Capabilities model across ESS projects ensures that all 

capabilities will be in place to realize the Vision by 2020 and that capabilities are 

developed coherently across projects, building on each other’s capabilities where 

relevant.  

 

 The Architecture Building Blocks identify (potentially re-usable) components that are 

required to deliver the IT systems needed in the ESS and for which various deployment 

models (of sharing and reuse) can be envisaged. Examples include: Metadata 

Management, Process Orchestrator, Primary Data Storage. By reflecting on the 

Architecture Building Blocks, it is ensured that ESS projects jointly put in place all 

required IT elements for modernising statistics underpinning the ESS Vision 2020. 

 

 The ESS EA Principles are principles that give guidance to the decisions in projects 

involved in realizing the Vision 2020.  Examples of principles (headlines) are: Projects 

deliver re-usable capabilities; Existing standards are used where applicable; Projects 

are designed to continuously deliver outputs & outcomes. Using these principles 

ensures that ESS projects are selected, designed and implemented in line with the value 

underpinning the ESS Vision 2020.  

 

 The Statistical Production Reference Architecture (SPRA) is a subset of the ESS-wide 

Enterprise Architecture which breaks the initially ESS -wide view down further into 

individual statistical process steps, using the GSBPM as a basis. It identifies the major 

services required to support statistical production in the ESS and outlines the services’ 

relation to the Architecture Building Blocks. At this point around 70 services have been 

identified. Examples of services include: “Create Sample”, “Validation”, 

“Aggregation”. It also provides generic logical models to integrate these services in a 

statistical production environment and several possible deployment scenarios adapted 

to the specific context of ESS partners. In a nutshell, the SPRA supports ESS projects 

in identifying which services they can reuse from other ESS projects versus which 

services they could make available for reuse in turn. The SPRA is also a key input for 

the ESS.VIP. SERV that will define the governance for the identification of the ESS’ 

shared services.  

 

 

The following three use cases have been identified for the ESS EARF in the context of the 

Vision 2020 Implementation: 
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1) In the initiation phase, an ESS project can use the ESS EARF Business Capability Model 

to define its project objectives by defining those target capabilities that are required to 

realise the project and contribute to Vision 2020.  The capabilities can also be linked to 

project deliverables and desired project outcomes. The advantages of using Business 

Capability Modelling lie in the non-technical language inherent to this “technique” and 

avoiding detailed business process modelling and detailed specification of systems 

components. The use of the ESS Reference Capability Model further makes it easy for the 

project manager to clearly position the project in the Vision 2020 project portfolio and to 

detect synergies and overlaps with other projects.  A capability based approach is used by 

the UNECE HLG-BAS to describe the investment portfolios as an entry point for the 

global catalogue of shared resources (CSPA services ….). 

 

2) The ESS EARF principles contain sets of principles that enable ESS decision makers to 

decide on whether a project is suitable for the Vision 2020’s realization. These principles 

also help to more appropriately design ESS projects. Deviations from them should be duly 

motivated.  The principles can be complemented by project-specific principles that will 

influence the direction of the project during its entire life cycle.  At the end of the planning 

phase, yet other ESS EARF principles can be used to assess the project’s compliance with 

the fundamental values outlined in the Vision such as reusability, flexibility, cost 

efficiency, or interoperability. 

 

3) When designing the project solution, the project Steering Group will have to decide what 

elements of the solution can be reused and what elements should be developed anew. In 

this context, the ESS EARF Architecture Building Block list and list of services in the 

SPRA provide guidance to decomposing projects solution into components that can be 

tracked systematically in terms of reuse.  When developed anew, the ESS EARF provides a 

framework for selecting an appropriate deployment model for each component 

(highlighting whether the component should be shared, replicated, or interoperable). The 

systematic use of this approach across projects will foster the reuse of existing solutions 

and a gradual and systematic development of key infrastructural elements. 

 

Overall, the use of the ESS EARF will ensure the systematic embedding of architecture 

approaches in the projects, tie together the business and IT interests, allow for a structured 

tracking of the project outcomes and a more efficient and effective realization of Vision 2020 

through collaboration and reuse where adequate. 

4.2. Pilot with the ESS.VIP ESBRs 
 

The ESS EARF has been used as input for the development of the Business Architecture (BA) 

of the ESS.VIP ESBRs. A Business Architecture defines key organizational, business process 

and information aspects of a statistical production process, in a language accessible to both 

business and IT stakeholders.  It is an important tool in identifying and prioritizing the 

methodological, organisational and IT changes needed to support the desired business 

transformation. A group of ESS Business Architects from the NSIs of SE, NL and Eurostat 

together with a Gartner consultant are supporting this work. They have prepared a template of 

a business architecture document aligned with the ESS EARF for usage by the project so 

ESBRs would have a quick start for creating its deliverable. They are actively engaged in the 

ESBRs BA review and finalisation, verifying alignment with the mentioned business 
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architecture document template and a review checklist that specifically focuses on compliance 

of the ESBRs project with the ESS EARF and the SPRA.  The experience so far demonstrates 

that the ESS EA have had a positive impact on structuring this complex project and creating 

consensus among the various stakeholders representing different (IT and business) 

perspectives.  In particular, the business capability model - based on the available toolkit- was 

used to describe the project objectives avoiding at first instance to enter into the complexity of 

business process modelling and information system design.  In a second stage, which is still 

ongoing, the ESS EARF will support the identification, the design and the deployment of 

shared components like the unique multi-national enterprise groups (MNE) identification 

service and a corporate case management system for consolidating MNE structure at EU and 

national levels. The reusability of the ESBRs building blocks and services by other ESS 

projects still needs to be verified. Many of the ESS EARF principles have been reused and 

translated into the context of ESBRs. They will accompany the project throughout its entire 

project life cycle helping in resolving disagreements and fostering a common understanding 

among project stakeholders. The detailed assessment of the project with respect to the overall 

value of the ESS EARF is still ongoing.  Nevertheless, the systematic use of toolkits and 

document (review) templates already indicates the potential of Enterprise Architecture in 

rapidly identifying strengths and weaknesses of the project, its contribution to Vision 2020 

realization as well as communicating these to key stakeholders. The positive outcomes reached 

so far plea in favour of continuing the engagement of ESS EA in the ESBRs projects in 

particular when developing interoperability architectures which have a high potential for reuse 

across the ESS.  

4.3. Key challenges and short term objectives 
 

After the closing of the first round of ESS EA development and an initial encouraging field 

testing with ESBRs, the key challenge of ESS EA is to demonstrate the added value of EA 

approaches to other ESS.VIP projects and ESS Vision 2020 portfolio managers.  

 

The proposed strategy is to continue working directly with projects, starting recording benefits 

at that level and at the same time to fine-tune EA approaches.  Ultimately it aims at, by ned 

2016, defining and consolidating a structured and systematic approach based on EA to monitor 

the ESS Vision 2020 portfolio and support projects with realising the business outcomes called 

for in Vision 2020.  

 

The main short-term objectives for the period from now until the end of 2016 are: 

 

1) to increase awareness of the ESS EARF, its artefacts and their value to individual projects 

in order to improve the understanding and buy-in of ESS business and IT leaders and 

project managers;. Eurostat EA will play an active role in this regard and facilitate the use 

and understanding of the available modules by Vision project managers. At the same time 

it is considered important that expertise on EA is developed further at national level and 

transferred across the ESS. While Eurostat envisages some specific actions in the 

framework of the Vision implementation, targeting mainly the respective ESSnets, a 

complete action plan would need to entail NSI’s own initiatives, with special emphasis on 

Vision projects where relevant. The DIME/ITDG SG is invited to discuss its role in 

facilitating such activities and exchanging good practices 
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2) formal recognition of the ESS EARF as a support for Vision implementation by the VIG 

and ultimately by the ESSC; 

3) to engage in 2016 on a pilot basis with four additional ESS Vision Implementation 

Projects, namely SERV, ESDEN, DIGICOM and VALIDATION II and continue active 

support for the finalisation of the ESBRs BA and its interoperability architecture;  

4) based on the lessons learned, to refine processes and toolkits to ensure a routine rolling out 

of ESS EA for the implementation of the ESS Vision 2020 from 2017 onwards which is 

axed around value creation and implies little additional burden compared to the generated 

value in terms (better articulation, more coherent design, more efficient implementation, 

faster deliverable creation and similar) to projects. 

How these objectives will be realized through concrete activities involving different 

stakeholders. The roadmap is detailed in section 5. A stakeholder map is provided in Annex 1 

for reference  

 

4.4. Areas to focus future work on 
 

While the ESS EARF has been received with large consensus among the members of the ESS 

EA TF, the first discussions outside of this forum i.e. with the DIME/ITDG SG, VIG, ESS EA 

Sponsor Team have highlighted a set of areas of concern to focus future work on. They are 

presented below with a first elaboration of the actions that will be taken. The areas of work can 

definitely benefit from experience in NSIs introducing Enterprise Architecture at the national 

level as well as with other government & non-government organizations having a similar level 

of Enterprise Architecture maturity. 

 

Communication, awareness and capacity building 

The level of awareness and knowledge on EA differs substantially across the ESS and across 

different stakeholder groups. In particular: 

 

• The entry barrier for project managers is perceived as high and a significant effort is 

necessary from both the project manager and the Enterprise Architect to get approaches 

used and valued; 

• The Business leaders have found it difficult to grasp the value of EA’s given the level of 

abstraction of the artefacts; they thus need to consistently get demonstrated the opportunity 

cost of EA (“what if an EA approached is not used”); 

• IT leaders may perceive the current framework as too conceptual to provide value for IT 

developments. 

A short paper communicating the value of Enterprise Architecture in general, the ESS EARF 

in particular, is currently under development to help close this awareness gap. 
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Future mitigation actions will initially primarily focus on PM and Business leaders, notably 

the VIG, focusing on concrete use cases and improvements yielded through working with EA 

and proactively organising workshops with project managers and teams to commonly identify 

area of support to be provided by EA.  

 

In parallel, ESS-wide efforts to raise awareness, train stakeholders and exchange best 

practices within the Enterprise Architects community will be continued. 

 

Scope of implementation  

The initial and current scope of the ESS EARF is the implementation of the ESS Vision 2020. 

It thus essentially adopts an ESS-wide perspective, dealing with common developments and 

in particular the ESS Vision Implementation projects. It does not aim to cover and to 

prescribe the architecture of individual ESS members. However, given its generic nature, it 

entails the potential to serve as a basis for developing Enterprise Architecture in the NSIs and 

to gradually align their architectures to reap the benefits of common developments (e.g. IT 

services, shared infrastructure …). This area of work can benefit from similar on going 

initiatives in other domains of government activity at the pan-European level such as pan-

European collaboration on social security, transportation, eGovernment, food safety and 

others. 

 

How the ESS EARF can be used for the benefit of ESS members will need to be determined 

based on evaluation studies of the ESS EARF from the ESS members’ perspective to identify 

relevance and benefits as well as the exchange of lessons learned within the EA community of 

practice.  

 

Positioning ESS EARF in relation to other frameworks and as an ESS standard 

Some stakeholders perceive a lack of alignment and possibly competition of the ESS EARF 

with de facto standards like GSBPM, GSIM, GAMSO or CSPA. This can be a blocking factor 

for the adoption of ESS EARF as an ESS standard.  While the ESS EARF was developed to 

answer the needs of the European Statistical System in the context of the ESS Vision 2020, 

important attention was paid to other EA models developed by the international community. 

The Common Statistical Production Architecture (CSPA) developed recently under the 

umbrella of the HLG-MOS covers closely related questions although in general at a different 

level of detail and a more general context. The CSPA as well as other developments of the 

HLG-MOS were incorporated as much as possible in their work by the ESS EA task force 

according to the perceived relevance in the specific context of the ESS and depending also on 

their level of maturity. Complementarily to CSPA, GSBPM and the GSIM were foundational 

inputs to the ESS EARF. Differences between the CSPA and the EARF consist essentially of 

differences in the coverage, in the structure of the frameworks and are also related to 

localisation to the European perspective. Compatibility of the ESS EARF with the CSPA was 

nonetheless cared for along its development process.   

Based on the experience so far, it can be said that the existing frameworks and the ESS EA 

artefacts are complementary and can coexist as long as their scope is clearly communicated.  

As one example, the HLG-MOS has adopted GAMSO and is using the ESS capability model 

(previous version) to categorise the investment portfolio of partner institutions. What remains 

key is to actively use the various available frameworks and artefacts to see how they best get 
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implemented and support the modernisation of statistics and have them evolve or even 

integrate them as they mature in parallel to each other. This is an approach likewise observed 

in other areas of pan-European collaboration where complementary frameworks and methods 

co-exist and complement each other, depending on their individual scale and scope. 

 

Further activities should focus on providing bridge table between the various standards, 

visualising their complementary nature and the fact that one can move from one to another. 

Annex 2 provides an example of a correspondence table between the ESS Business Capability 

model and GAMSO.   

 

The recently created ESS Expert Group on Standardisation will be involved in following this 

up.  

5. Roadmap for the next steps 
 

Objectives Activities Lead 

time 

Actors 

1
 I

n
cr

ea
se

 a
w

a
re

n
es

s 

Set up of ESS EA community of practice for 

sharing experience and identifying best 

practices ,  

Nov 15 ESTAT EA team  

Discussion on how to continue reaping the 

benefits of ESS EA with the VIG based on  

 A discussion of the value of the EA, 
 A clarification of the status of the 

ESS EARF and its relations with 

other international standards  
 A roadmap for the engagement with 

projects 

Dec 15 
ESTAT EA team and  

ESS EA sponsors 

Development of the Communication package 

on the ESS EARF (flyers, posters, use cases) 

and targeted awareness raising towards 

business and IT leaders  

From Dec 

15 

ESTAT EA team with 

ESS Architecture 

Community of practice 

ESTP course and Q2016 short course on ESS 

EA & CSPA 

May-June 

16 

ESTAT EA team and 

ESTAT Training Unit 

2
 F

o
rm

a
l 

re
co

g
n

it
io

n
 

Discussion on the adequate status and scope of 

the ESS EA RF 
Dec 15 

ESS standardisation 

expert group 

Broad ESS consultation on the ESS EARF 

through the DIME & ITDG and adoption   

Dec 15- 

Jan 16 
DIME & ITDG 

Discussion and endorsement of the ESS EA 

RF by DIME plenary meeting; overview of 

national activities and exchange of good 

practices 

Feb 16 DIME & ITDG 

Adoption of the ESS EA by the ESSC  Sep 16 VIG and ESSC 

3
 C

o
n

ti
n

u
o

u
s 

en
g
a
g
em

en
t 

w
it

h
 

p
ro

je
ct

s 

Further development  and maintenance of 

templates for project design (e.g. business 

architecture templates)  

Dec 15 ESTAT EA team  

 

Development of guidelines and a handbook for 

project managers for the use of the ESS EARF 
Dec 15 

ESTAT EA team  

 

Active involvement in selected ESS.VIPs with 

high impact on ESS EA  following and 

adapting the suggested pattern below 

Dec 15- 

Sep 16 
 

 Initial workshop with project team 
 

ESTAT EA team 
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Objectives Activities Lead 

time 

Actors 

introducing ESS EA concepts and 

existing templates 

 Review and assessment of project 

architecture documents 

 ESTAT EA team and 

ESS EA sponsors 

(delegated to MS EA 

architect) 

 Continuous involvement of ESS 

Enterprise Architects with project 

with complex and high impact EA 

 
ESTAT EA team + 

Project's own resources 

4
. 
R

ef
in

em
en

t 
o

f 
te

m
p

la
te

s 

a
n

d
 p

ro
ce

ss
es

 

Project initiation (PIR, Business Case, 

Architecture) document reviews  and portfolio 

health check integrated into ESS PMB 

processes 

Cont. ESTAT EA team  

Definition of a standard template/checklist for 

ESS EA review and determination of EA 

fingerprint of projects  

Dec15 ESTAT EA team  

Define governance (process & responsibilities) 

ensuring that projects follow and deliver 

according to EA guidance from the outset and 

that the ESS architecture can evolve 

seamlessly and is maintained up to date 

Sep 16 

ESTAT EA team  with 

ESS EA sponsors and 

the VIG 
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Annex 1 – Actors map 
 

This annex tentatively identifies the main actors involved in the realisation of ESS EA objectives 

including a description of their role and responsibilities 

 

Actor  Role Responsibilities with respect to ESS EA 

1. ESTAT EA team Project owner and manager of 
ESS EA  

- Coordinate EA stakeholders and activities 
- Propose and maintain EA artefacts for 

adoption 
- Communicate on ESS EA artifacts 
- Provide advice on projects alignment for 

PMB 
- Provide guidance to project on EA issues  

2. ESS EA sponsors Subgroup of DIME/ITDG SG 
(NL, FR, NO) 

- Advice ESTAT EA team on ESS EA strategic 
and tactical development 

- Conduct and/or validate formal EA review of 
project and programme 

- Identify needs for ESS EA revision and 
development 

3. ESS EA Task Force Enterprise architect from NSIs 
(expired) 

- Develop ESS EA components  

4. ESS Architecture 
community of practice 

Enterprise architect from NSIs 
gathered through "virtual" 
means (tbd) 

- Share best practices and experience 
- Provide feedback on ESS EA implementation  
- Contribute to the development of EA 

practices in the ESS 

5. DIME & ITDG (& SG)  ESS Directors Groups on 
Methodology and IT 

- By delegation of ESSC, strategic decision on 
ESS EA preparation  

- By delegation of ESSC, owner of the ESS EA 
- Approve relevant ESS EA Artefact 
- Promote ESS EA in their respective countries 

6. DIME & ITDG working 
groups 

WG under DIME and ITDG in 
charge of DIME/ITDG portfolio 
monitoring  

- Discuss relevant technical ESS EA artefact in 
their respective domain of responsibility  

7. VIG Monitor ESS  Vision 
Implementation by de 

- Monitors ESS EA framework activities in the 
context of ESS Vision 2020 implementation 

- Adopt on behalf of ESSC the ESS EA RF 
and other high level artefact 

- Advice on EA process and governance for 
ESS Vision Implementation 

- Request project EA reviews 
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8. PMB  Portfolio management bureau    - Ensure coordination and steering of Vision 
Implementation Projects  

- Integrate EA opinion and analysis in its 
regular activities and reports 

9. Vision implementation 
project 
managers/owners 

Design and execute ESS.VIP. 
projects 

- Follow EA principles and use ESS EA 
artifacts  

10. ESS Committee  ESS Coordination   - Owns the ESS Vision 2020 and monitor its 
implementation  

- Adopt the ESS EA RF 
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Annex 2 – Correspondance matrix between ESS capability model and 

GAMSO (Generic Activity Model for Statistical Organizations)  

 

MATRIX BCM-GAMSO 
27092015_rev2.xls

  
 

source ESS EA RF V1.0 Annex 1 

 


